THE IMPACTS OF UK BIOMASS IMPORTS ON OUR PLANET’S BIRDLIFE
We are in the midst of a biodiversity crisis, with scientists predicting that one million species face extinction, many within decades, primarily due to changes in land and sea use such as forest destruction. Since 1970, the planet has lost 60 percent of its vertebrate wildlife populations.

Birds are among the wildlife facing staggering declines, with nearly 40 percent of bird species throughout the world in decline. Bird populations in the U.S. and Canada have dropped by 29 percent since 1970, signifying 2.9 billion birds lost in almost 50 years.

Chief among the threats to global bird populations is forest loss and degradation, including for wood pellets to create biomass energy. Biomass is derived from chopping down forests to make wood pellets that are then burned in power stations. While some bill it as a ‘renewable energy source’ and the energy sector counts it as zero emissions because trees regrow, it takes many decades – if not centuries – for trees to regrow enough to recover their original levels of carbon sequestration and ecosystem productivity.

Unfortunately, in 2019, the UK imported 8.5 million metric tons of wood pellets from overseas forests—more than any other country in the world. At the same time, it spent £1.5 billion on bioenergy subsidies, mainly to the UK’s largest bioenergy power station, Drax, making it Europe’s top subsidiser of bioenergy. Wood pellets entering the UK energy market come from countries including the U.S., Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Canada, and Brazil. In doing this, the UK is contributing to biodiversity loss and devastating declines in bird populations.
Biomass harms birds and their homes

Removing trees, branches, roots, and deadwood (e.g. stumps) from the forest for biomass and other purposes eradicates habitat, including nesting and breeding grounds, for thousands of bird species the world over. These activities also diminish food on which birds rely, such as insects, fish, and aquatic invertebrates.

Yet too often, logging for biomass occurs in some of the planet’s most ecologically-diverse forests. These forests contain some of the oldest trees, which are home to countless species and serve as vast carbon sinks.

While the biomass industry often claims that the wood pellets it burns are made of residual products from logging, relying on terms like ‘wastes and residues’ or ‘unmerchantable wood’, roughly half of the biomass burned for electricity in the UK comes from whole trees, and whole trees represent upwards of 60 percent of the biomass coming into the UK from its largest supply region: the U.S. Southeast.

Trees going to wood pellet manufacturing facilities are routinely logged using the most unsustainable practices, including clearcutting. Indeed, investigations show that some of the world's largest wood pellet manufacturing companies, including Enviva and Graanul Invest, buy their wood from companies that are clearcutting pristine forests in the U.S. Southeast, Estonia, Latvia, and Canada. Many of these forests are even protected to varying degrees under national and/or regional laws.
In the Southeast United States’ North American Coastal Plain, where most of the wood for UK biomass is logged, the cutting of hardwood swamps and other native forests – often by clearcutting – is further imperiling declining bird populations. Indeed, at least 30 species of birds dependent on this region’s forests are the focus of conservation efforts, including protections under the U.S. Endangered Species Act, like the Wood Stork, the Bachman’s Warbler, and the Ivory-billed Woodpecker. Across its range, Cerulean Warblers are declining at one of the fastest rates of any North American songbird, leading the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) to list it as Near Threatened. The distinct Wayne’s subspecies of Black-throated Green Warbler only occurs in the hardwood and cypress wetland forests in the coastal areas of the Carolinas and Virginia, a target sourcing area for the wood pellet industry. The bottomland hardwood forests of North Carolina, a key sourcing state for wood pellet manufacturer and top Drax supplier Enviva, are home to over 10 percent of the global population of certain bird species including the Prothonotary Warbler, the Yellow-throated Warbler, and the Acadian Flycatcher. Other birds impacted by biomass in this region include the Chimney Swift and Rusty Blackbird, both of which are threatened with extinction per the IUCN.
These include many bird species that qualify as threatened with extinction on the IUCN Red List like the Whooping Crane, Evening Grosbeak, and Rusty Blackbird, the latter of which has declined by ninety percent. After eating their fill and raising their broods in the boreal, in one of the world’s largest migrations, 90 percent of the country’s total bird population—up to 5 billion birds—leave each fall for wintering grounds in the U.S. and the tropics. Some, like the Solitary Sandpiper and Canada Warbler fly immense distances, traveling from regions as remote as South America and Antarctica.

The boreal also serves as a key migratory stopover point for millions of waders, like the Red Knot, with about 75 percent of all regularly occurring North American wader species using boreal wetlands.

Billions of birds, representing more than 300 species, choose Canada’s boreal forest as their nesting place and home during the summer months, drawn to the boreal by the prime breeding habitat and abundance of insects and fish that thrive in the area’s numerous wetlands, lakes, and rivers.
LATVIA, LITHUANIA AND ESTONIA

Demand for biomass in the UK and elsewhere has increased logging in Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia, harming the countries’ forests and the birds that depend on them. Clearcutting is the dominant logging method in these countries, making up 80% of total final felling in Latvia and 95% of total felling in Estonia. Companies like Graanul Invest – Europe’s biggest pellet producer and the largest pellet exporter from Latvia – and its subsidiaries, have even clearcut incredibly rare 100-year old forests located in Natura 2000 reserves, which are supposed to be highly protected. Once a forest has been clearcut, it takes many decades – if not centuries – before it can recover its original levels of biodiversity, carbon stores, and productivity.

Outside of the U.S., Latvia is the biggest supplier of wood pellets from part or whole trees to Drax. The country is suffering staggering bird losses, which are exacerbated by logging for biomass. One of Latvia’s most charismatic woodland birds – the Black Stork – declined by 60% between 1989 and 2018. Between 2005 and 2018, the Hazel Grouse and the Redwing both faced precipitous declines of 79% and approximately 20%, respectively. Both species are specially protected in the EU and have been included in Annex I of the Birds Directive, meaning that any actions damaging their habitat must be avoided under EU legislation.

In Estonia, companies are ploughing down some of the country’s most sensitive and ecologically-diverse forests for biomass, wreaking havoc on bird populations. Indeed, Estonia’s woodland birds are plummeting at a rate of 50,000 breeding pairs a year. As in Latvia, this is occurring in Natura 2000 areas, which are often partially owned by logging companies. For example, investigations show that Valga Puu, a subsidiary of Graanul, has clearcut the equivalent of about 17 football fields in Estonia’s Haanja Nature Reserve—a Natura 2000 area. This has further imperiled the area’s 29 protected species, including the Black Stork, Lesser-spotted Eagle, and Corncrake. The Black Grouse, Goshawk, Capercaillie, Tree Pipit, and Woodlark are other Estonian bird species highly impacted by logging.

In Lithuania, commercial activity is prohibited in only 1.1 percent of forests, leading logging to nearly double between 1990 and 2016. The Lithuanian Government has even faced criticism from the European Commission for allowing increased logging in regional and national forest parks to satisfy wood pellet demand. For example, Lithuania allows logging in Labanoras Park, a Natura 2000 area relied on by numerous bird species listed as endangered in Lithuania’s Red Data Book like the Pygmy Owl, White-tailed Eagle, Black Grouse, and White-backed Woodpecker. Punios Šilas Nature Reserve – one of Europe’s most important Natura 2000 sites – has also faced increased logging for biomass. The reserve, which includes 40-meter-high ancient forests, is home to more than 50 bird species classified as endangered in Lithuania.
Drax also imports wood from monoculture tree plantations in Brazil's Rio Grande do Sul region, negatively impacting the area's grasslands and unique birdlife. Monoculture tree plantations in Brazil have also been associated with the displacement of indigenous and traditional communities, deforestation, water and soil depletion, and pollution. Combined with other factors, this has led to the local extinction of several grassland bird species, including the Bearded Tachuri, Ochre-breasted Pipit, and the endemic Tropeiro Seedeater, the latter two of which are threatened with extinction on the IUCN Red List. Other threatened species that may be affected by conversion of grasslands to plantations include Sharp-tailed Grass Tyrant, Bay-capped Wren Spinetail, Buff-breasted Sandpiper, Black-chested Buzzard Eagle, Cinereous Harrier, Chestnut Seedeater, Yellow Cardinal, and Saffron-cowled Blackbird, the last two of which are listed as Endangered on the IUCN Red List.
Birders Against Biomass is an initiative of the Cut Carbon Not Forests Coalition.

Use our hashtags #birdersagainstbiomass and #cutcarbonnotforests to share the news of biomass and its impacts on birds.

For more information, please visit:

WWW.CUTCARBONNOTFORESTS.ORG
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